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We care for seeds because
 they have always cared for us

Seed Acknowledgement



Apples!

Brainstorm all of the apple varieties you know!

Count the number of apple varieties you were able to 
think of.

Historically, there were thousands of varieties! Hard 
to believe we mostly all eat the same 12 varieties.



Why do you think 
we have fewer 
apple varieties 
now?

What do we lose 
when we lose crop 
varieties?
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Gardeners and farmers have been saving seeds 
and other reproductive material for the last 
12,000 years

It is only in the last 100 years that there has been 
a major shift to purchasing seed annually from 
commercial seed growers

Today, we see an increase in seed patents which 
has led to the commercialization and ultimately 
the control of seed

History of Seed Saving



Source: ETC Group, 2011



Biodiversity = The rich variety of life on earth! 

Genetic diversity = The diversity of genes within a 
species

For example Rottweilers, Poodles, and Border 
Collies are all dogs, the same species, but their 
genetics make them different

With plants it’s the same. Broccoli, kale, and 
cabbage are all the same species but there 
genetics make them different. 

Biodiversity and Commercialization



We have seen a major decline in two main areas

1. The number of crop species commonly grown
2. The genetic diversity within a crop

There is a global shift to high energy dense foods 
(wheat, corn, soybeans, etc.)

A shift away from cultivated fruits and vegetables, 
spices, and wild plants

Loss of Crop Diversity

All of this leads to a decrease in food security



● Protects from crop disease
○ The Great Famine of Ireland
○ ‘Gros Michel’ banana wipeout in 

1940s
● Reduces the need for pesticides and 

herbicides
○ Selection for pest resistance and 

canopy coverage
● Protects against crop failure

○ Pests and diseases more prominent 
in monocultures - crop rotation

Importance of Crop Diversity



● Promote funding of seed banks, gene banks, and 
seed libraries

● Promote on site conservation of crop diversity by 
farmers and backyard gardeners

● Object to seed patents
● Support breeding projects

Recommendations to Protect Crop Diversity



Some plants are protected by patents and you are 
not allowed to breed them

Patent = A license given to a person/company the 
sole right to use: meaning that other people can’t 
produce those seeds.

Some Indigenous peoples believe that seeds are a 
living being and not to be commodified. Indigenous 
people have protected biodiversity throughout time, 
and some do not believe any plant genetics should 
be protected privately or withheld from the public.

What is a Seed Patent?



Local seeds are better suited to your environment

- What works well in one environment, doesn’t 
work well in every environment

Local seeds Increase Seed Security

- COVID-19 saw a huge increase in demand for 
seeds but many seeds from other countries 
became unavailable

Local seeds strengthen communities

- Seeds are part of a culture and in sharing 
them locally we keep the seeds in the context 
of their stories

Importance of Locally Adapted Seed



Have you ever bit into a food that didn’t quite taste right? Back in the year 2000, 
there was a problem, bitter delicata squash everywhere! People took a bite of the 
bitter squash and quickly spat it out. Well what happened? What made the 
squash bitter? All of the growers were relying on one farm to supply all of their 
delicata squash seeds, BUT there was a problem. The seed growers accidentally 
crossed the delicious delicata squash with a nasty bitter squash, making all of the 
seeds to grow up to be bitter. So, what did they do? Luckily, back in 1994 
someone else had saved some delicata squash seeds and they kept them in the 
freezer to preserve. They grew out the old seeds and luckily they produced 
delicious delicata squash! Then there seed supply was replenished. What went 
wrong? What can we do to prevent this from happening again?

The Story of the Bitter Squash



Hand out a card to each student and ask everyone to stand. Review the terms on the 
cards (next slide). Go through the growing season and call out various natural events 
that can cause plants to die. If the students card cannot survive the event they sit 
down. At the end, see if there are both pollen producing (female) and pollen receiving 
(male) plants. If so, you had enough genetic diversity and your spinach lives on.

Example. The spinach seeds were beginning to germinate when a massive rains hit, 
plants that are not able to grow in waterlogged soil sit down (if there is no mention 
of waterlogged soil on your card stay standing). Unfortunately, the wet conditions 
led to increased plant disease, sit down if you are not disease resistant. Finally, the 
cold season came early, sit down if you are not cold hardy. Now look and see who is 
still standing, are there both pollen producing and pollen accepting plants? If so, you 
had enough genetic diversity in your crops. If no, your plant variety did not make it 
through the season and those genetic are lost.

Spinach Survival Game



Resistant: Immunity against something (for example, disease resistant means the 
plant will not get disease)

Hardy: Describes a strong plant that is able to withstand difficult conditions

Tolerant: Describes a plant that is able to withstand difficult conditions

Drought: A long period of time without water

Waterlogged: Full or saturated with water

Pollen Producing: A plant that produces pollen, also known as male

Pollen Receiving: A plant that accepts pollen, also known as female

Spinach Crossing Game: Terms and Definitions


